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What Is Reality ? 

  An Excel-based tool for 
evidence-based planning and 
advocacy 
– Helps users plan/advocate realistically, 

based on informed estimates of need  

– Allows a user to test multiple scenarios 
in minutes → “What if…” 

– Provides a flexible level of analysis: 
national, regional, district 

– Requires only basic Excel skills and is 
user-friendly 

– Requires minimal data entry 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reality  was designed to allow users with minimal Excel skills (copying and pasting, entering data, moving from one worksheet to another) to quickly generate estimates of contraceptive prevalence, numbers of users, adopters, commodities, commodity costs, and couple-years of protection, based on minimal data entered (contraceptive prevalence rate and population data).  As it is based in Excel, it is quick and easy to change one variable to see what would happen.  The tool can be used with any population that can be defined (national, regional, even a clinic catchment site); as long as the user can define a population for the area and has actual or estimated contraceptive prevalence data, the tool can be used.The CD-ROM contains the User’s Guide, the tool itself, some supporting documents to illustrate the methodology behind the tool, and demographic data that can be used.  



What Information Can Reality  Generate? 

CPR 

Users 

Adopters 

Implant removals 

Commodities 

Commodity costs 

Caseload 

Couple-years of 
protection (CYP) 

Generated 
automatically 

Unintended pregnancies 
averted 

Unintended births 
averted 

Abortions averted 

Maternal deaths averted 

Child deaths averted 

Infant deaths averted 

Reality  

Requires additional data 
inputs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simply by entering data on CPR and population, Reality  will automatically generate outputs for all areas marked in orange.  If we want to obtain an estimate of the number of clients who will have to be served per month at each facility to reach a particular goal, we need to enter data on the number of facilities able to provide each method.



What Data Input Does Reality  Require? 

Population projections 
for WRA or MWRA 

Contraceptive 
prevalence by method 

Number of sites 

Discontinuation rates 

Commodity costs 

CYP factors 

Required Default values 
provided Optional 

Reality  

Method-specific  
failure rates 

Pregnancy rate 

Abortion ratio 

Maternal mortality ratio 

Infant mortality rate 

Child mortality rate 

Spontaneous abortion 
(miscarriage) rate 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reality  has minimal data requirements—all that is needed are population data for women of reproductive age (WRA) or married women of reproductive age (MWRA), and CPR data.Population data: UN medium population projections are included on the Reality  CD-ROM; census data can also be used.CPR: The Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) or the Reproductive Health Survey (RHS) are the most common sources of data. National family planning service statistics can also be used.We have tools that can help calculate the populations of all or married women of reproductive age.We also have an Excel workbook on the CD-ROM that contains the two most recent CPR data points for each method for every country.



What Are the Necessary Resources, and Potential Impacts, of 
Different Prevalence Scenarios for Sino-Implant (II) in Burkina Faso? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sino-implant (II) was recently registered in Burkina Faso. We’re going to use Reality  to examine the implications of achieving different prevalence levels of Sino-implant (II) in Burkina Faso over the next few years.



How Many Sino-implant (II) Users Would Burkina Faso 
Have to Serve?  

Estimated Number of Sino-implant (II) Users in Burkina Faso
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Source: Demographic and Health Surveys and Reality   

What would be the resources required, and the impact of achieving, by 
2015, for Sino-implant (II): 
1. 1% prevalence 
2. 3% prevalence 
3. 5% prevalence 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One simple use of Reality  is to answer these types of “what if” questions. In this example, Sino-implant (II) was recently registered in Burkina Faso, and we can use Reality  to get a sense of what it would cost to achieve various prevalence scenarios over the next few years. In this first graph, you see that we have used Reality  to estimate how many Sino-implant (II) users Burkina Faso would have to serve each year to achieve a 1% prevalence, a 3% prevalence, or a 5% prevalence by 2015.  We see that in the lowest prevalence (1%) scenario, Burkina Faso would have about 10,000 users in 2012, compared with about 50,000 in the higher-prevalence scenario. By 2015, the difference between those two scenarios is even more significant: fwewer than 50,000 users to achieve a 1% prevalence, and well over 200,000 users to achieve a 5% prevalence.



How Many Sino-Implant (II) Removals Would Be 
Required? 
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By 2015 (cumulative sums): 

More than 32,000 removals if 1% prevalence were achieved. 

More than 97,000 removals if 3% prevalence were achieved. 

More than 162,000 removals if 5% prevalence were achieved. 

Estimated Number of Annual Sino-Implant (II) Removals in Burkina Faso 

Source: Demographic and Health Surveys and Reality   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often, when programs plan to introduce implants, they plan for implant insertions (training providers, buying commodities and supplies), but do not plan as well for the fact that implants must be removed at some point.  Even though Sino-implant (II) is currently labeled for up to four years of use, we have to expect that some women will need to have their implants removed before the end of that four-year period. They may decide they want to have another child, that the implant is not the right method for them, etc.; women have the right to discontinue at any moment. and, of course, systems must be prepared to provide that service for them.  Reality  can help us to estimate the numbers of implant insertions AND removals that we will have to provide in order to meet our target prevalence. As you see here, with a 1% prevalence, Burkina Faso would perform about 26,000 removals over the next few years, and with 5% prevalence, more than 131,000 removals would be required. 



What Would Be the Commodity and Supply Costs for 
Each Scenario? 

Estimated Annual Sino-Implant (II) Commodity and 
Supply Costs
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Source: Demographic and Health Surveys and Reality   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These costs include only the costs of supplies and commodities; they do not include labor, overhead, transportation costs, etcetera.  If a program has an estimate of the total cost of providing one implant (or one IUD, one female sterilization, etcetera), these figures can be used in Reality Check.  Estimated costs are based on the average commodity and supply costs paid by UNFPA and USAID.We can see that the annual commodity and supply costs for Scenario 3 would be over US$800,000 by 2015, compared to under $200,000 for Scenario 1.



What Would Be the Impact of Increased Sino-Implant 
(II) Use? 

Adverse Outcomes Averted through Use of Sino-
Implant (II) in Burkina Faso 

 2011-2015
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Source: Demographic and Health Surveys and Reality   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most powerful outputs in Reality Check, which is new, is the ability to estimate the potential impact of meeting a family planning target.  In this example, we see that the number of unintended pregnancies prevented through the use of Sino-implant (II) alone range from about 90,000 in the 1% prevalence scenario to about 400,000 in the 5% prevalence scenario. And by preventing these unintended pregnancies, we also prevent some induced abortions, maternal deaths, infant deaths and child deaths. We can use this information to help programs to weigh the costs and benefits of investing in family planning.



Question 2: Could Bangladesh Meet Its Goal? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In Bangladesh, use of modern contraception among currently married women rose steadily in the 1990s. If trends between 1994 and 2004 continued through 2010, Bangladesh would have been nearly on track to meet its goal of a 72% CPR by 2010.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

CPR Trends among Married Women of 
Reproductive Age in Bangladesh
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Source: Demographic and Health Surveys and Reality   

Trends in Contraceptive Prevalence Rate (CPR) in 
Bangladesh 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the early 2000’s, the Government of Bangladesh set a goal of achieving replacement fertility levels (total fertility rate of 2.2 lifetime births per woman) by 2010. To achieve this goal, GOB estimated that a CPR of 72% would need to be achieved among currently married women by 2010.  Here we see the trends in total CPR between 1994 and 2004 in green; if those trends had continued through 2010, Bangladesh would have been just about on track to meet its 72% CPR goal by 2010.  That trajectory is depicted in orange and would have led to a CPR of about 68%.



How Did Prevalence Remain Stagnant When Service 
Statistics Indicated Increased Use? 

However, the 2007 Demographic and Health Survey showed a slight 
decline in modern method use in Bangladesh (from 47.6% in 2004 to 47.5% 
in 2007). 
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The difference 
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over 850,000. 

Source: Demographic and Health Surveys and Reality   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, when Bangladesh conducted its 2007 DHS, they found that modern method use had actually declined very slightly between 2004 and 2007.  Family planning professionals wondered how this decline in prevalence was possible when service statistics indicated that the numbers of family planning users had actually increased.  When we look at the estimated numbers of women of reproductive age, and the estimated numbers of women that were using modern family planning in both 2004 and 2007, we see that the contrast between the stagnant CPR and the increasing service statistics reflects the momentum of population growth between 2004 and 2007.  In fact, the family planning program in Bangladesh would have had to add about 850,000 modern method users between 2004 and 2007 just to maintain that same prevalence.  So it turns out that the family planning program had indeed been working harder, and had been achieving more; it just wasn’t able to outpace that population momentum.  When you consider the size of the population in Bangladesh and what it means to increase or maintain prevalence in a population in which 1% of MWRA is 300,000 women, the fact that Bangladesh was able to maintain this prevalence is impressive.



What Was the Difference in Impact? 

Unintended Pregnancies Averted 
through Modern Method Use in 

Bangladesh, 2004 and 2007
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The difference between 2004 and 2007 is about 618,000 
additional unintended pregnancies averted in 2007. 

Source: Demographic and Health Surveys and Reality   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, even though CPR does not indicate that the family planning program achieved more, in fact, the impact of maintaining that prevalence is significant.  Over 618,000 MORE unintended pregnancies were prevented through modern FP methods in 2007 than in 2004, even though the CPR was slightly less.



Reality  Applications 

 Policymakers and program managers can use Reality  to set 
targets and plan to meet them. 

 Advocates can use Reality  to make the case for investment in 
FP. 

 Logistics teams can use Reality  to quantify the commodities 
and supplies needed to meet a goal. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often, targets are set without consideration of what it would take to meet those targets.  We hear targets of a CPR of a certain percentage (50%, 72%) set, but often there is no clear rationale for why those targets are set, and no “way forward” is outlined.  With Reality Check, we can look at what it would mean to achieve a prevalence of 50%, or 72%, in terms of the users that we would have to bring into our program, the providers that would have to be trained to serve those users, the commodities that would have to be procured and budgeted for.   



www.respond-project.org 
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